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ABSTRACT
The problem of potential subsonic flow around
complex configurations is considered. This problem requires
the solution of an integral equation relating the values of
the potential on the surface of the body to the values of the
normal derivative, which is known from the.boundary conditions.
The surface of the body is divided into small (hyperboloidal
quadrilateral) surface elements,
	 , which are described in
terms of the Cartesian components of the four corner points.
The values of the potential (and its normal derivative) within
each element is assumed to be constant and equal to its value
at the centroid of the element. This yields a set of linear
algebraic equations. The coefficients of the equation-are given
by source and doublet - integrals over the surface elements, 'M/
Closed form evaluations of the integrals are presented. The
results obtasned with the above formulation are compared with
existing analytical and experimental results.
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SECTION I
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
1.1	 Introduction
A general theory for compressible unsteady potential aero-
dynamic flow around lifting bodies having arbitrary shapes
i and motions is given in Refs. 1 and 2.	 Application to finite-
thickness steady and oscillating wings in subsonic flow is
g4 ven in Refs. 3, 4, and 5.	 A general numerical formulation
_ for complex configurationsin subsonic flow is considered in
` j Ref. 6.
	
Applications of this formulation are considered here.
For simplicity, only the incompressible flow is considered
in.detail*^.	 In this case, the problem is governed by the
je {I!
a
Laplace equation with prescribed normal derivative on the
^
body (exterior Neumann problem nor the Laplace equation) with
tf
u an additional complication due to the presence of the wake
''	 E ^^ (of unknown geometry) .
The problem of the evaluation of the steady, incompressible
jtJ
potential aerodynamic flow around an aircraft of arbitrary
:?? configuration can be analyzed by solving the integral equation
-; I	 ]L
-^211
	
^^ez n
	
Dn	 rT +•V
where T is a surface surrounding the aircraft and the wake2,5
E - (Fig. 1).	 For the moment, it will be assumed that the wake
does not exist.	 The effect of the wake is considered in
i • 1
1
l J
The value of
mn
(tangency condition)
9
is obtained from the boundary condition
	
Ua,	 (X t ) -- U. (Vtx fi ^^ )--0	 (1. 2)10 n
^s
or
	
aP	 _.W.T
^.	 (l.3)
The integral equation can be studied by dividing the surface
k.^
_	 G into N small finite elements G'g (see Fig. 2) to yield
At fl E
Applying the mean value theorem one obtains
t	 va	 u
	
^^t G^
	
k-1	 Ck	 ,^
where ^,^ is a suitable mean value of
	 inside the element
which will be approximated by the value of
	 at the centroidf	 is J
p f	
of the element, G
4:J	 By satisfying Eq. (1.5) at the centroid, p(Ge}, of thef 	I
}
element G^ , (h = 1, 2...N) yields
i
h _	 nk-	 ;^ +
Z rl ^ _ ^	 ^^ rhi
(	 `v
S°^n ^1	 } cG	 ^^1,z,3,- N^ (1.6)
rh
;
	 k
`I
<1
i
t
3`J where rh is the distance of the centroid of the element 5.
from the dummy point of integration in the element
Equation (1.6) is equivalent to*_
<^
r
a h	 C A	 -	 bh
tl. 7)
t ^^
where.
n.,U
	
d
rA (l.$)
and
6 ^
}
A
with
1
r
U4,
1
3
1.2 Surface Geometry
L; Let the geometry of the element 	 6K be described by
where - f and	 are the generalized curvilinear coordinate.
rn
Then -}the two base vectors	 a	 are given by (Fig. 3) 
(1.12) -_
The unit normal to the surface is -given by
^	 x	 Q,n (1.13}I
T"ie effect of the wake is not considered here - (see Section
E
-
L and is directed according to the right-hand rule (Fig. 3.) .
The surface element do is given by (Fig. 3 )
A d	 -	 q, d-	 1 x q,-'
	
a X	 d - ^x (1.14)
LJ
i
i_j
1.3	 Expressions for bhk and chk
Combining Eqs .	 (1.10),	 (1.1.3)	 and	 (1.14) yields
bhf^	 ^ ((	 ^ ^'^ xct2l c^ ^id ^^. (1.,15}	
,y
.2-n J1	 r
Similarly, combining Eqs . 	 (l. 8) ,	 (1.13) and	 (1.14) yields
LJ
C hi = an	 a
^ x} ,	
a^,^l
r6 (1.16)	 I
where
IT
end
IT,
;t
E SECTION II
-r^'" HYPEREOLOIL'AL ELEMENT
} 4 2.1	 Introduction
3 f Consider the equations
j
6F 	t 	 -t
S '^ (2.1)
. or, in vector notations 
t, (2. 2)
This represents a hyperboloid. 	 '£he lines	 = coast and M
+!
'^ const are clearly straight lines. 	 Consider the hyperboloidal
element defined by the above equation with
rn
(2.3)
The centroid of the element is P( 	 =	 +"l = 0) . The corner
f
c
points of this element are
^.^
"j
The inverse relation is
I^ It
(2.5)
i
Note that the four boundaries of the element (	 )
are straight lines given by
r
LJ y
(2.,6)m
i `J Next, assume that the surface of the aircraft . is divided
r
into curved quadrilateral elements with four corner poir•ts
Then, as mentioned in Section Y, these
{ elements can be replaced by the hyperboloida.1 element (des
cribed above) which ,goes through the four corner points pi
.t	
! p.}^r pw ,. pw_ (see. - Fig. 4	 .	 it may be noted that the surface
is . continuous since adjacent elements have in coimmon the
3
F straight line connecting the two common corner points.	 It
:i
may be noted also the Po
	
is the centroid of the hyperboloidal
l
tai
element GA and hence it will be indicated as
2.2
	
Geometry of. aperboloid Element
v The geometric quantities introduced in Section I can be
vvaritten for the hyperboloid element described above. Letting
ti
i
Equation (1. 12) yields
{? ,^ P
ar -	 P,	 P3 (2. 8 	 a)
jI
i ,E
a2M ^p
	 p^+P (2.8-gib)
1 This yields
_	
atXE^
	
A%	
X	 pz x Pa a
P; x P, +API	 P3 _	 P3  	 2. (2.9^
^;
since p	 pj — a..
- Note thatf7thesent notation.-:, '
`^
—[h)
	
-^	 1 --f .)
rh _	 P -- P'
	 P,
	 -'a f-
TL
Pa + Pt	 ^'^-	 ' P ad
where
r. (2,1	 ).'
I
E
r
t
-
i
r	 !
-
is the .vector connecting the centroid P (h) of the element Gh
to the one, P	 , of the element
2.3	 Expressions for bhp and Ch
H ' introducing the functions T^ and I^ (indefinite source and	 3
doublet integrals) such that
^ Z 15 	 _	 ^r x azl
,^^
	 2l!
	
r (2.a 2)
and
mil ^2-In	 f	 d,x a, . Qz
^ ^T ,^ ,^ 7	
- z ^,	
r 3 ( 2.13)
i
f Equations	 (.1.151 and (1.7.6) may be rewritten as
• LJ
}	 rr	 ]	 /f.
f( (2,14).
In. Ref, 6, the.expressions for . 1	 and ID have been obtained as
f
r; the proof is included here in Appendix n).
_	
tarl:f _xa z" rf P	 . (2.16)
i
^L
( 2
.i7)
(2.18)
2.4 Solution of Problem
The wake contribution is .own in detail in Section 111.
Equation 1.7 . can
.
 now be solved for 'rA , (see also Ref. 7
The linearized Bernoulli Theorem will further give the pres-
sure distribution:
I11^
CP	 2- ?--'P
x
2.5 Wing.and Body Geometry
Thic subsection presents the geometry of the wings and
wing-body combinations which were used for obtaining the.
results presented in Section IV.
2.5.1 Wing Geometry
Firstr the.wing geometry is.presented. The projection
of the wing on the xy plane is given by
rn	
X-r
	 (2.19)
where L. E. and T.E. stand for leading edge andtrailing.edge,
I y
I ^^ For. all the cases considered, the wing is symmetric so that
12 (2.22)
= ,^ where -h is the thickness of the wing.
Comb ni 9 . Eqs.	 (2.21)	 and	 {2.22) . we can r^: r te . ." wing
geometry as.
PxS.F. 4. E. 
^
t b 12-
?-^
. 2
	
1
with
h \C1,
When the wing has an angle of attack, cC, the position of any
point on the surface is changed to .(see Fig. 5)
K y	 XCOS oS	 ^"	 $t	 p{
L^:.GtS'..C: Pt
	
-	 X 5 1. Y1 of .
For small cC and small thickness ratio; '; ,	 Eq.	 (2.25) can be.
approximated as
I t
i
Tu=°^
J c	 sa
The surface of the wing is divided into small quadrilateral
elements. The corner coordinates of the wing boxes are stored
and .used as input for generating the hyperbolo:i.da,. surface
elements.
A further transformation.of the wing geometry is necessaxy,
in order to obtain a more accurate evaluation of 	 near the
leading edge and near the tip of the wing, where	 varies
More rapidly than in other areas. The transformation is given
by
and it changes the uniform mesh of size
t> 6/2 NY
Where NX is the number of boxes in the T-direction and NY
i
is the number of boxes in. the' -direction along th e senispan)
into a nonuniform one, as follows:
along the
	
-direction, the boxes are larger near. the.
r wing root and smaller near the tip;
along thel -dIrection, the boxes.. are smaller near.
a the leading edge and increase in size as we approach
i^
the trailing edge.
2.5..2 Thickness distribution
For most cases considered here the thickness is taken to be
,; 3rd	 Is	 !^^ -x	 -	 ^,^-fir,..)
	
(2.29)
.I^
I	 E	 ^i ^^
\. u
i
3I	 i,I{
J	 b
-
I a!	 L.;i
nh
^.E
 j.
I
n^
^ I
	
rr
^.1. 2--
where C,nax is the.maximum chord, Z is the thickness ratio
11Zmccxw 
C^v► ak	 (2.30)
where h max is the maximum value of the thickness for a given section.
Once the wing profile is selected, a variety of wing planforms
(rectangular, swept, delta).can be easily generated by simply
changing the leading and trailing edge angles of the wing.
Another wing profile investigated is the circular biconvex one.
The planform is described by Eq. 	 (2.6) and the thickness distri-
bution is given by
.	 2	 ^.
4 h M AX	 2	 hv►nax	 (2.31)
As before, c represents the chord and hg4ax	 represents the maximum
thickness.
	
The radius of the circular arc is
F 
e ms + }2 MZ	
;
4	 wtx
	 (2.32)
	
3
2.4.3	 Body geometry
For the wing-body configuration; the wing. is attached to a
1	 -	 body of revolution composed of a forebody of Length LF and radius
f	 2	 g	 (2.33)
a midsection of length `LM and.	 2constant radius r	 1	 . and an
aftbody of length LA	 and constant radius r r j f ?_ _ (Fig. 6 . ) .	 The
s Mace of the body`.is also divided in.boxes... Care must .be
taken 'in matching the coordinates of the wing and the body boxes at
the wing root:,' in order to p 	 vent :discontinuities in surface.
I
E
	I	 r1^V
	
I	 I	 1 ^,
	
I	 ^^
r+w
i
l_J
SECTION  TIZ
THE WAKE
-13-
3.1 Dynamics of the Wake
As mentioned in Section x, the surface 6 ' in Eq. 1.11
surrounds the body and the wake. The effect of the wake,
`^	 disregarded in Section J:, yields an additional tern ► in Eq.
(1.4), given by 2,5
.}k
^j 
ALP ^" 1 ^	 ^G^	 (3.1)
t'h
with
f	 44
AT = T.- `-pe 	 (3.2)
This represents a distribution of doublets with intensity
4:1 
The geometry of the wake is not known. An iterative
Nn	 )
!!	 procedure can be used to solve the problem: consider the 	
7}
surface of the wake divided into small elements. Assume
initially that the wake is composed of straight vortex lines 	 5
(see next subsection) : then find the values of CQL and then	 9
d
evaluate the velocity at the corner of the elements. Find
r^
a new location for the corner of the element such that the
elements approximate the stream surface emanating from the
trailing edge and repeat the procedure mentioned above.
However, a simplified treatment of the wake is considered
here.
,	 3.2 Simplified Treatment. of the Wake
La	 The simplified: treatment of the wake used here consists
r	 of assuming that the wake is composed of straight vortex
L,
^- 
J	 -	 --
X41
with
(3.3)
t	 ^
it	 1li	 I
:,
_l4^
lines emanating from the trailing edge and parallel to the
x--axis (direction of the flow) . For this case, the surface
of the wake is divided into infinitely long elements, CT'
with two edges parallel to the x--axis. These elements are the
continuation of the elements of the wing having an edge in con-
tact with the trailing edge (Fig. 7 ).
Hence, by assuming that (in view of the Rutta condition
thatAq)^7r x=O at the trailing edge) , the value of A. lerr.
can be approx:Wated by the value at the centroid of the element
A
e the contribution 1w (see Eq. 3.1) is given by
p x 	 ^w _	 zn nu CI rh 	 (3.4)
for the elements with an edge in contact with the trailing
edge, and !
i
^k d (3.5)	 i
for the others.
^^
In order to evaluate the integral
a
in Eq.	 (3.4), it is con-
I rryj
ttt i	 E
venient to consider that the element G	 is the limit of the
gJ
parallelepipedal element obtained by truncating . the element
I
EE
^^	 at the finite distance (Fig.	 S) .	 The limit is obtained
r ! `r
by letting
e^ (3. s)
r
(I;
-
'J
l_J
I'
j
i
i
go to infinity; note that u 1 since two edges are parallel
to the x-axis. Note that (see Fig. s)
^-~	
p	
4-	 I mP
_	 (3.7)
P,
	
P -	 P, Ax	 ' Pd ' a•z
(3.8)
P3 r a
it is convenient to separate the contribution from the
trailing edge { _ -{ } and the edge that goes to infinity
r-n
L,J
TT E^TW { ,	 - jV/ - 1 '  	 (3.9)
where (note that	 R,	 T) ^ 4-^ }
s = A:Ir ( ^ . ;-, x U. ) = AZIIti m	 ? )	 ( 3.10)
i
!y	 3
rti
	s.	 PMj •	 x ^a
	
rR	 r	
-	 t3 1 1G,
	
III	
_L.J
and similarly (note that
Jw
a, Y a
1gf q•,^ x P^ ^_
	
-	
'^o^► 	 Pr"d X A} 10-M d x ^d
1 14 1  ! fwd IL X Pa l
r^
ti.J
1
i
-17-
j!	 SECTION IV
RESULTS
4.1 Introduction
The formulation outlined in the previous section has been
translated into a computer program. In this section, the
numerical results obtained for wings and wing-body combination
in steady and oscillatory subsonic flow are presented and
compared with existing ones.
4.2 Wing Results
r^	
Figures g_ and 10, show the general distribution of the
tJ
potential + and of the lift coefficient CL for a wing in sub-
sonic flow.
Figures 1Via. and 12 present a comparison with the experimental
and analytical results of Lessing, Troutman and Menees (Ref.
11). The results are for a wing of aspect ratio AR = 3. The
t
wing profile is a biconvex circular arc, 5% thick, with sharp
J21	 leading and trailing edges. Figure Ila shows the thickness
effect (the pressure distribution on the upper and lower surfaces
of the wing) for the wing at zero angle of attack and Mach
number M = .24. Figure 12 represents the lift distribution
for c C 5° and M = .24. The whole wing was divided into 196
elements, or NX - NY = 7 for the upper right hand side of the	 j
wing in the X and Y directions, respectively. A convergence
study for the problem given for Fig. 1 la is presented in Fig.
1 lb , The curves plotted in Fig. llb are the distributions	 {
of the velocity potential along Y = 0 for different numbers
of elements. it is. shown that the results obtained by using
-18-
_
^
` 100 elements on the whole wing, or NX = NY = 5 are accurate
r
7
-: enough for genexal analysis.
Figure 13 shows the lift distribution per unit angle of
1f
E ^^
attack, ^,pa	 , for a rectangular wing with AR = 1 and M = .2 n
These results, obtained with NX = NY = 7 are compared to the
? ones of Cunningham and Kulakowski and Haskell (Refs. 12 and
Figure 14 shows the distribution of M.	 for a tapered
f swept wing with aspect ratio AR = 3, taper ratio TR = .5,
-^	 = 45 0
 and M = .S.	 The results obtained with NX = NY
j = 7 are compared with the ones of Cunningham ( Ref. 12) and
Kolbe and Boltz ( Ref. 14) .
Figure 15 shows the distribution of ' the section lift
4
Q; coefficient per unit angle of attack	 C	 for a rectangular	 	 r	 La	 •	 g
^J wing with aspect ratio AR = 4 and M = .507.
	 The results,
t^
^n
obtained with NX = NY = 7 and then 10, are compared with the
l	 5
E .:a ^
t r ones by Yates (Ref.
	 16
r j f^'
=1' a
I
i
4.3	 Wing-Body Results
Results for wing-body configurations in steady subsonic
flow are compared in Fig. 16a with the results presented by17
Labrujere, L'oeve and Slooff.
	 The results were bbtained for
E A4
M = 0 and a rectangular nidpositioned wing with chord c = 1,
span b = 6, thickness ratio"
	
_ .9, and -;,?,, = 6 0 .	 The body is
'I at zero angle of attack and is composed of a forebody with
°i
{t lengthL	 = 2 andA
i
a midsection of length LM = l and radius, r = .5, and an aft
!	 body of constant radius r = .5 and length yA = 9. No wake is
\-j	 used on the body. The number of elements is 200 on the whole
configuration ( NX = Sr NY = 4 on the wing, NX = 2, NY = 3 onIu^
the forebody, NX = 5, NY = 3 on the midsection and NX W NY W
Cj 	3 on the aftbody). in Fig. 1 6a, the distribution of the wing
section lift coefficient is presented. :n Fig. 1' E}). thm dis-
tribution of the difference of the velocity potentials on
r,
the upper and lower surface of the fuselage are shown. These
t
results are related to three circumferential stations as shown
r.
.1
in the figures. Results for subsonic oscillatory flow are
presented in Figs. 17 and 18 for the same wing considered
in Fig. 12, oscillating in bending mode
1 I
	
rn
i
4
- = .18 a 4 3	 1.70255 2-y ^- 1.13 ^ ^8 
Z^
-- i-,2- 5357
	 (5.2)
R6
	
^ b^
z 
	
b
1	 'vj
with k	 .47, and M = .24 (NX = NY = 7). Figure
1 7 presents a comparison with the results of Lessing, et a1., 	 F
while in Fig. 18, the results are compared with the ones by
3	 ^:
Lessing, et al., and Albano and Rodden (Ref. 15).
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A finite-element method for Linearized steady and oscilla-
tory subsonic potential aerodynamics around complex configurations
has been presented. Numerical results have been obtained for
wing-body configurations in steady flows and for finite thickness
wings in oscillatory flows. However, the formulation iS general
can be applied to more complex configurations, although, in this
case, the accuracy of the method remains to be assessed. For
instance, in the case of wing-tail interaction, the roll-up of
the wake might play an important role. A rolled--up wake geometry
,is being considered for lifting surfaces.
The method is very flexible and simple to use; the use of
quadrilateral hyperboloidal elements.(which can be used to yield
any arbitrary closed surface), defined in terms of their corner
points, is one of the original features of the method. Another
original feature of the method is the simplicity of the expressions
for the coefficients, due to the vector formulation of the problem.
The method is also accurate and fast, despite the fact that no
effort has been made yet to minimize the computation time: as an
example, the computer time for the results for subsonic wing-
body configurations (Fig. g ), with 200 surface elements is
T
-21-
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APPENDIX A
SUBSONIC OSCILLATORY FLOW
A.l Integral Equation
In this Appeadin, it is shown how the results obtained
in the main body of this report can be extended to subsonic
oscillatory flow. Introducing the variables
m
n
and the complex potential c such that
	
U.^ X f
	
(x,YZ) e
	 (A. 2)
co
the integral equation for the subsonic oscillatory flow is
given by
9,7_	 ass 
	
^ ^N R	 Cz^,^)
where Z surrounds body and wake.
X1.2 Boundary Condition
The boundary condition is given by
II
!i or
^t
,^
m
,1 a7' )
	
aX ax	 (X 5)
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Where Cp and	 are such that
(A.6)
Next, assume that the motion of the surface consists of small
harmonic oscillations aroun6 a rest configuration, that is
in T
	
c}	 l	 /	 (A,7)
4hen, setting
one obtains
N
0
(X, Y ) + (X, Y, Z) e ' rz r	 (A, 8)
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- o l rJ (A. 14)
o tax
,	 (A.15)
-{	 it is easy to see that
I
_	 (E^	 (A.16)
0 (C;
	
	 (A.17)
;2fLT
 
the terms which contain 2	 (of order E ) and
separating the steady from the oscillatory terms, one obtains
Al
V'S	 gt E	 A	 _ (A-18)
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Introducing ¢ such that
n,	 i.R MX
,,. (A.20)
1	 LJ Equation (A-19) reduces to
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Mi Finally, neglecting terms of order 8 2 in Eq.
	 (A.18) and terms
3of order	 €	 in Eq.	 (A.19), one obtains
{ I	 i x,r
	
.tY^ f °	 a 1( (A .22)
E
J
Nas	 _.^ ^-Mx
I`? (A,23)
In particular for
j (where the upper [lowed sign holds on the upper [lower] surface) , ;l
'
Ell
one obtains
/	 y
,	 r 
q Exi
d^^}r tJ - D (A.24)
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and
+^ ^` k	 f a ^^
1 0 	 0 VS./	 a^ (A,27)
where
k W	 cJ (A.28)
P1
	 U Al
Equation (A.27) gives the value of Oddly	 to be used in Eq. 
z
i
A-3	 Pressure Coefficient
f ^J
The pressure coefficient is g-'-"Ten by the linearized Bernoulli
theorem as
._	 ,._.ter:-^.=^,_. _._._-..,	 _.._	 ._..-...	 -. ...	 ..	 ... _
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For oscillatory flow, setting	 1
; J2 T	 /1	 iA(T ^ /"1 X)
_	 =	
e	 (A.30)
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APP3NDIX E
4 in this Appendix, it will be shown by diffentiation that
Vii!	 the results obtained for the doublet and source integrals are
1 4f	 valid for any hyperboloidal element.
-B-.2- -Doublet Sategrals
^l	
The doublet integral is.
p	 U 
From Eq. (1.12)r it is apparent that
•	 h;^	 az	 yy
`1 ^Il We can proceed to differentiate Eq. {B.1} with -respect to
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i - Then, by using the relation
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(see Appendix B in Ref. 6) we obtain
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If Eqs. ^ ,^ J r
 (B.3), (B.4) r (B.5), and (B.6) are combined, we
obtain
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If we now perform the. dexixattva with respect to We gat
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This proves Eq. (2.13)
B.3' Source Integral
Now, we w-i'll prove by dif f erentialtion that the
ii
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OU' x 0- 2,
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tained for the source integral is valid for any quadrilateral
planar element.Sn this case, since the normal
h	 Q, x G. x jj
^',	 Ct, 1 (1B. 9)
is independent of
	
and	 , the source integral given by
by Eq. (2.17) reduces to
where b is the doublet integral. Nate that
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Now, Combining Eqs. (13.10) ,	 (B.13) ,	 (B.14),	 and	 (B.16) ,	 yields
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